12 Needle Single Head Touch Screen Embroidery
Machine

HEC-1201D –7TS

Main Features and Functions:


12 needles, one head, suitable for flat bed embroidery, cap/hat embroidery, finished garments embroidery and more





















Perfect for home and commercial embroidery
Maximum embroidery area: 550 x 350 mm, or 22"x14"
Automatic thread trimmer
Maximum speed 1200 SPM
270° wide angle cap system
Built-in computer control system with 7” touch screen
USB input or direct transmission from PC via serial port or wireless
Networkable and Wi-Fi capable
Auto color change, thread break detection
Pre-sew design trace capable
Automatic memory retention, memory size: 1,000,000 stitches and 99 designs
Servo motor 150W ¬ lowest power consumption in the industry
Built-in universal power supply, 110V/60Hz and 220V/50Hz self adaptable worldwide
DC36V micro-step motor for X & Y axis driving to ensure low noise and less vibration.
Net weight: 90 kilograms or 200 lbs. It can be easily moved around

Heavy duty steel stand with wheels to ensure both stability and mobility
On-board lettering, environment friendly packaging
Optional laser trace device available, emergency stop

Compatible embroidery pattern file formats: TAJIMA DSB, TAJIMA DST, BARUDAN FDR, BARUDAN
FDRIII, BARUDAN HD, ZSK.
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12 Needle Single Head Touch Screen Embroidery
Machine
Frames included:

Cap attachments included:

Touch Screen Features and Functions:


Multi Languages available



User –friendly operation interface with useful functions that make it easy to operate and increase efficiency.



Machine reads multiple design formats, such as DST, DSB and more.



Preset 8 sizes of frames to avoid hitting frame.



When setting color change sequence, operator is able to add appliqué, sequin, boring or cording. There is no
need to change it in the parameters page.



Built in button form 172⁰ degrees to 196⁰ under manual color change mode, a great help for machine maintenance.



Function keys of frame offset and frame outlining added to operation interface for easy appliqué embroidery
and frame change.



High Definition true color 7” LCD Touch Screen.



Multi-angle rotational and adjustable control panel bracket for a better view.



Recessed USB port to protect USB flash drive.



New ergonomic touch screen allows easy and comfortable operating by right hand thumb



Main operation area located on the right side of interface, convenient for right thumb operation.



One step trace button directly on the main screen.



External 100⁰button and trimming button.
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